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On behalf of Splash! Publications, we would like to welcome you to The American Revolution, 
one of several books in our American History series.  Since this curriculum was designed by 
teachers, we are positive that you will fi nd it to be a comprehensive program for teaching 
about the American Revolution.  We would like to take a few moments to familiarize you with 
the program.

THE FORMAT
The American Revolution is a nine lesson program.  Our goal is a curriculum you can use the 
very fi rst day you purchase our materials.  No lessons to plan, comprehension questions to 
write, activities to create, or vocabulary words to defi ne.  Simply open the book and start 
teaching.

Each of the nine lessons requires students to complete a vocabulary activity, read about 
an American Revolution event, and complete Reading exercises that will strengthen their 
comprehension of expository and informational text.  In addition, each lesson includes a 
balanced mix of engaging hands-on lower and higher level activities for students to complete.   
Vocabulary quizzes, thought provoking discussion questions about the Revolution’s famous 
people, grid and cardinal direction mapping, research projects utilizing primary and secondary 
sources, time lines, and graphic organizers for journaling, letter creation, and story writing are 
the types of activities that will guide students through their journey of The American Revolution.  

THE LESSON PLANS
On the next several pages, you will fi nd the Lesson Plans for The American Revolution.  The 
Lesson Plans clearly outline what students must do before, during, and after each lesson.  
Page numbers are listed so you will immediately know what you need to photocopy before 
beginning each lesson.  The answers to all activities, quizzes, and comprehension questions are 
located at the end of the Unit.

INTERACTIVE HISTORY NOTEBOOK
In addition to other higher-level activities, we have included step-by-step directions, 
templates, and patterns for 17 Interactive Notebook assignments and activities that students 
will create and glue into a History notebook.  When fi nished, the History notebook will 
provide students with a long lasting American Revolution reference.  A composition book 
works well for keeping the Interactive Notebook activities.

NOTE:   Printing the Interactive Notebook assignments and activities on colored paper or 
 requiring students to add color to the Interactive Notebook templates and patterns 
 will add variety to their History notebooks.

WELCOME!
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THE VOCABULARY
Each lesson features words in bold type.  We have included a Glossary on pages 176-179 to 
help students pronounce and defi ne the words.  Unlike a dictionary, the defi nitions in the 
Glossary are concise and written in context.  Remember, we’re teachers!  Students will be 
exposed to these vocabulary words in the comprehension activities.  They will also be tested 
on the vocabulary words three times throughout their study of The American Revolution.

Students will be responsible for creating Interactive Organizers and Foldables to help them 
study the vocabulary words.  We don’t have to tell you that incorporating these new words 
into your Reading and Spelling programs will save time and make the words more meaningful 
for students.

STANDARDS: THE “BIG IDEAS”
Standards help teachers prioritize instruction and connect the “big ideas” students need to 
know in order to advance.  As a reading-based unit, The American Revolution fosters literacy in 
Social Studies.  
 At the same time that students are learning important factual content about The 
American Revolution, they are meeting the Standards for English Language Arts and making 
connections to the “big ideas” in American History.  Alignment to the 3rd-5th Grade ELA 
Standards is clearly noted in the Lesson Plans.  Below is the legend used to abbreviate the 
Strands:

 
RL = READING-LITERATURE

RI = READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT 
RF = READING FOUNDATIONS SKILLS

W = WRITING

SL = SPEAKING LISTENING

L = LANGUAGEPre
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LESSONS GLANCE

1. Before reading The English Colonies, students will:
  • follow directions to create a One-Pocket Vocabulary Organizer to glue into their 
   History notebooks for autobiography, biographies, captives, charters, 
   Church of England, climate, coast, colonists, cultivate, European, expand, fertile, 
   founded, Great Britain, gristmills, harbors, harsh, indigo, inhabited, island, 
   manufactured, merchants, monarch, New World, North America, offi cial, Pilgrims, 
   plantations, profi t, Puritan, resources, revolts, sawmills, transported, treaty, 
   triangular, West Indies.  (pps. 1-11)
    
 After reading The English Colonies (pps. 12-16), students will:
  • answer The English Colonies Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 17)
  • create an English Colonies Circle Chart and Flip Book to glue into their History 
   notebooks.  (pps. 18-22)
  • complete a Journal Writing activity by answering pre-writing questions and 
   writing an imaginative letter using proper format to a black slave in 
   Africa.  (pps. 23-32)   
  • differentiate between primary and secondary sources.  (pg. 33)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for The American Revolution Part I.  (pps. 34-35)

THE ENGLISH COLONIES LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.6, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.3, W.4, W.8, W.9B, L.4A, L.4C, L.6
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2. Before reading The French and Indian War, students will:
  • follow directions to create Vocabulary Booklets to glue into their History 
   notebooks for allies, ambushed, confl icts, defeat, defend, general, Great Lakes, 
   invaded, militias, outnumbered, promoted, Québec, raided, savages, 
   scalped, surrendered. (pps. 36-41)
  • complete French and Indian War K•W•L•H Chart Part I.  (pps. 42-44)

 After reading The French and Indian War (pps. 45-49), students will:
  • answer The French and Indian War Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 50)
  • use the K•W•L•H Chart to create a Four-Fold Organizer to glue into their History 
   notebooks.  (pps. 51-54)

THE FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.6, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.1A, W.1B, W.7, W.8, L.4A, L.4C, 
L.6

3. Before reading The Proclamation of 1763, students will:
  • follow directions to create Vocabulary Flaps to glue into their History notebooks 
   for erupted, ignored, outraged, preserved, proclamation, rebellion, 
   reserved.  (pps. 55-57)
  
 After reading The Proclamation of 1763 (pps. 58-60), students will:
  • answer The Proclamation of 1763 Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 61)
  • create and play the game Find the Fib.  (pps. 62-74)
  • follow written directions to create a Find the Fib Pocket Organizer for storing  
   the game in their History notebooks.  (pps. 75-78)

THE PROCLAMATION OF 1763 LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, L.4A, L.4C, L.6
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4. Before reading Struggle for Power, students will:
  • follow directions to create Vocabulary Foldables to glue into their History 
   notebooks for abolish, boycotting, branded, Continental Congress, debt, disguised, 
   elected, imported, intolerable, prohibited, protest, repealed, representatives, 
   respect.  (pps. 79-84)
  
 After reading Struggle for Power (pps. 85-87), students will:
  • answer Struggle for Power Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 88)
  • answer Struggle for Power discussion questions.  (pg. 89)
  • construct an Interactive Time Line to glue into their History notebooks.  (pps. 90-93)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for The American Revolution Part II.  (pps. 94-95)

THE STRUGGLE FOR POWER LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.6, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, L.4A, L.4C, L.6

5. Before reading Preparing for Battle, students will:
  • follow directions to create a One-Pocket Vocabulary Organizer to glue into their 
   History notebooks for citizens, conquer, Continental Army, delegates, liberty, 
   loyalty, mercenaries, minutemen, Patriots, Revolutionary War, 
   silversmith.  (pps. 96-102)
  
 After reading Preparing for Battle (pps. 103-105), students will:
  • answer Preparing for Battle Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 106)
  • read about Paul Revere and answer Language Skills questions.  (pg. 107)
  • take on the roll of a Patriot and a Loyalist to create two Patriot and
   Loyalist Foldables to glue into their History notebooks.  (pps. 108-113)

THE PREPARING FOR BATTLE LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, L.4A, L.4C, L.6
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6. After reading The Revolution Begins (pps. 114-115), students will:
  • answer The Revolution Begins Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 116)
  • answer pre-writing questions and write an imaginative Revolutionary War 
   story.  (pps. 117-120)

THE REVOLUTION BEGINS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS:
RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.3A, W.3B, W.3C, W.3D, W.3E, W.4, W.5, 
W.8, W.9B, L.4A, L.4C, L.6

7. Before reading The Declaration of Independence, students will:
  • follow directions to create Vocabulary Flaps to glue into their History notebooks 
   for accused, adopt, debate, democracies, independence, overturn,
   traitors.  (pps. 121-123)
  
 After reading The Declaration of Independence (pps. 124-125), students 
 will:
  • answer The Declaration of Independence Reading Comprehension 
   Questions.  (pg. 126)
  • read about Caesar Rodney and answer thought-provoking discussion 
   questions.  (pps. 127-128)
  • create a Pocket Time Line about the evolution of the Declaration of Independence 
   to glue into their History notebooks.  (pps. 129-135)

THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA 
STANDARDS: RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.6, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.1A, W.1B, W.9B, L.4A, 
L.4C, L.6
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8. Before reading Battles in the North, students will:
  • follow directions to create Vocabulary Foldables to glue into their History 
   notebooks for alliance, boundaries, capital, constitution, contribution, historians, 
   minister, naval, port, privateers, retreat, united.  (pps. 136-141)
  
 After reading Battles in the North (pps. 142-144), students will:
  • answer Battles in the North Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 145)
  • read about Benjamin Franklin and answer thought-provoking discussion 
   questions.  (pps. 146-148)
  • create a Benjamin Franklin Journal Page and Booklet to glue into their History 
   notebooks.  (pps. 149-152)
  • use a grid system of number coordinates to locate Revolutionary forts and battle 
   sites in the North.  (pps. 153-156)

THE BATTLES IN THE NORTH LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS: RI.1, 
RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.6, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, W.1A, W.1B, W.9B, L.4A, L.4C, L.6

9. Before reading Battles in the South, students will:
  • follow directions to create Vocabulary Flaps to glue into their History notebooks 
   for estate, morale, palmetto, Quaker, siege.  (pps. 157-158)
  
 After reading Battles in the South (pps. 159-161), students will:
  • answer Battles in the South Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 162)
  • follow directions to create a Treaty of Paris Web and Cube to glue into their 
   History notebooks.  (pps. 163-167)
  • use cardinal and intermediate directions to locate Revolutionary forts and battle 
   sites in the South.  (pps. 168-172)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for The American Revolution Part III.  (pps. 173-174)

THE BATTLES IN THE SOUTH LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 3RD-5TH GRADE ELA STANDARDS: RI.1, 
RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.5, RI.6, RI.7, RI.10, RF.3A, RF.4A, RF.4C, L.4A, L.4C, L.6

LESSONS GLANCE
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There are many new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of the English 
Colonies.  Your History notebook is a great place to record and store the words and defi nitions 
that you will need to be familiar with during this lesson.

Part I
Directions: Using the Glossary provided by your teacher and the Vocabulary Word and 
 Defi nition patterns, follow the directions below to create 37 Vocabulary Cards.      

ONE-POCKET VOCABULARY ORGANIZER

1. Cut out each Vocabulary Word Pattern and Vocabulary Definition Pattern 
      along all bold lines.
      

2. Using the Glossary as your guide, glue the correct Vocabulary Definition 
      in the blank space under its matching Vocabulary Word.

missionary

plains

journal

voyage

journal
voyage

plains
missionary

wide treeless areas 
of land

a person sent to spread

a religious faith

a journey that is usually 
made by water

a written record of 

daily events

chosen or selected
a long sandy island that runs next to a 
shore and provides protection from 
hurricanes and tidal waves

caves

a religion based on the life and 
teachings of Jesus Christ

talked someone into doing something 
your way

plants and animals in danger of 
disappearing forever

destruction by wind and rain

journey for the purpose of exploring

large group of ships

a person who was originally from Spain

took someone without permission

corn

steep hills with flat tops

building, stone, or statue created to 
remember a person or event

to feel and express deep sadness

carving or drawing in rocks usually 
made by people who lived a long time 
ago

wide treeless areas of land

supplies of food taken on a trip

things found in nature that are valuable 
to humans

a bluish green stone that turns bright 
blue when polished

mission

preserve

North America

petroglyph

species

coast

voyage

convinced

3. Fold each completed Vocabulary Card along the dotted lines so that the
      Vocabulary Words and Definitions are on the outside.  Glue the blank sides together. 

  VOCABULARY
DEFINITIONS  VOCABULARY

WORDS
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5. Cut out the Pocket Label.

6. Glue the Pocket Label onto the front of the 
       One-Pocket Vocabulary Organizer as shown.
   

7.  Place your finished Vocabulary Cards 
       in the front pocket.
   

8.  Glue the One-Pocket Vocabulary Organizer 
       onto the next blank page of your notebook.
   

4. After you have glued the tabs to the back, turn your 
      One-Pocket Vocabulary Organizer back around.
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THE ENGLISH COLONIES

The fi rst English colonists arrived in the New World in the late 1500s.  Most of these settlers 
were from England.  England is located on the island of Great Britain.  Colonists also included 
people from Scotland, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, and other European 
countries.  
 Some of the 
fi rst colonists made 
the long journey across 
the Atlantic Ocean in 
search of fertile land.  
Others wanted religious 
freedom from England.  
Many hoped to escape 
from constant wars and 
revolts in Europe.
 Most of the 
colonists who traveled 
to the New World were 
sent by merchants 
who had been given 
permission from the 
English monarch to 
establish colonies 
in America.  These 
merchants paid the 
costs of travel and 
supplies.  In return, 
colonists had to give 
them part of any silver 
or gold found in the 
New World.  
 By the time the fi rst English colonists arrived in 1585, France and Spain already 
controlled a large area of land in North America.  England chose to colonize the eastern coast 
of North America.  This part of North America had not yet been settled by Spain or France.  It 
was, however, inhabited by more than 500,000 Native Americans.

SPAIN
ITALY

SWITZERLAND

AUSTRIA

NORWAY

SWEDEN

ATLANTIC
  OCEAN

NORTH
   SEA

BALTIC
   SEA

MEDITERRANEAN  SEA

WALES

SCOTLAND

IRELAND

ENGLAND

GERMANYBELGIUM

FRANCE

DENMARK

NETHERLANDS

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION LESSON ONE
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THE ENGLISH COLONIES
COMPREHENSION

1 The fi rst English colonists traveled 
 to the New World in search of all of 
 the following except – 

 A fertile land

 B  religious freedom
 C farm animals to take back to 
  England.  
 D  freedom from wars in Europe

2 What can you learn by studying the 
 map of Europe on the fi rst page?

 F  France is north of England.
 G  The Baltic Sea is south of Germany.
 H Sweden is northeast of Ireland.   
  J  Switzerland is southwest of Ireland.

3 The fi rst colonists in Jamestown were 
 told to cultivate mulberry trees so they 
 could grow silkworms.  Cultivate 
 means –
 
 A won victory over

 B  chosen or selected

 C prepare the soil for growing crops

 D  groups of fruit or nut trees

4 After reading about John Smith, you 
 get the idea that he –

 F was a great Native American 
  leader
 G  was forced to leave the Jamestown 
  colony before he was ready to leave
 H found gold and silver in Jamestown
  J  was not trusted by the Virginia 
  Company merchants
 

5 If you had been a black person 
 traveling to America during the 1600s, 
 you probably came –  
 
 A  as an invited guest of England’s king

 B  because you were forced

 C  to make a better life for you and 
  your family
 
 D  in search of fertile land and freedom

6 Before being knocked off course by a 
 storm, where were the Pilgrims 
 planning to start the second English 
 colony in America?

 F Virginia

 G  Georgia

 H South Carolina

  J  Massachusetts

7 Which statement about the Middle 
 colonies is true?

 A  The Middle colonies didn’t offer the 
  colonists many natural resources.

 B  The Middle colonies were located 
  north of the New England colonies.

 C  There were six Middle colonies.

 D  The Middle colonies offered plenty 
  of rain and a long growing season. 
  

Directions:  Read each question carefully.  Darken the circle for the correct answer.

 Name ___________________________________  
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ENGLISH
COLONIES

New
England
Colonies

Middle
Colonies

Southern
Colonies

enjoyed
seven or 

eight months
of growing

season

plantations
used slave

labor to
become
wealthy

located
along the

Hudson and
Delaware

rivers

used
water power

to cut
lumber in
sawmills

tobacco,
wheat,

rice, and
indigo

farmers

rocky soil
and thick

forests

Connecticut,
Massachusetts,

New Hampshire,
Rhode Island

long, cold
winters,

followed by
short, hot
summers

soil was
poor

for growing
crops

between
the New

England and
Southern
colonies

Delaware,
New Jersey,
New York,

Pennsylvania

Georgia,
Maryland,

North Carolina,
South Carolina,

Virginia
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1. Cut along all of the bold lines of the Flip Book Pattern, Outline, and 
      Title.  Neatly color around the maps on the Flip Book Pattern. 

Southern Colonies

Middle Colonies

New England Colonies

EN
G
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SH
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O

LO
N

IE
S

FL
IP
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OO

K

EN
G

LI
SH
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O

LO
N

IE
S

FL
IP

 B
OO

K

2. Fold the Flip Book Pattern 
      along the dotted line.
    

3. Glue the Flip Book Outline under
      the folded flaps of the Flip Book
      Pattern. 

4. Glue the completed Flip Book
      and Title onto the right side of 
      your History notebook, across 
      from your Circle Chart.
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Part III
Follow the directions below to assemble and glue an English Colonies Flip Book into your 
History notebook.

ENGLISH COLONIES FLIP BOOK
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          May 16, 1621
Dear Friends in Africa,

 I am on a ship in the middle of a huge ocean.  I have watched the sun rise and fall many 

times, so I know we have been sailing a long time.  Hundreds of us are chained together below the 

deck of the ship.  It is very hot and there is not enough food or water.  Men and women to the left 

and right of me are dying.  The white men unchain them and throw their bodies into the ocean.  I 

heard the white men talking about the money they will make when we are sold.  Where are they 

taking us?  If you are reading this letter, my advice to you is to run and hide.  Don’t let them catch 

you. 

          Stay Safe,
          Kambelewa

Directions:  In this Journal Writing activity, you will write a letter back to Kambelewa.  
  Before beginning your letter, organize your thoughts by answering the fi ve 
  pre-writing questions below and on the next page.

1. Introduce yourself to Kambelewa by describing who you are and where you go to school.
 Give at least two important details about yourself.

  _____________________________________________________________________________  

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________  

2. Explain to Kambelewa how his letter made you feel and how you would have felt in his 
 situation. 

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________
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Use the answers to the fi ve pre-writing questions to write a letter to Kambelewa.  A letter 
includes a heading, a greeting, a body, a closing, and a signature.

Create a heading for your letter.  The heading lets the person you’re writing to know where and when 
the letter was written.  

You will need to know your school’s street address, city, state, zip code, and today’s date to create 
your three line heading.

In the example below, notice the commas between the city and state and the day and year. 

    Example:   2009 Carpenter Dr. 
      Cincinnati, OH  45239
      December 21, 2016 

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________

HEADING

Pre
vi

ew
 

Copy
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There are many new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of the French 
and Indian War.  Your History notebook is a great place to record and store the words and 
defi nitions that you will need to be familiar with during this lesson.

Directions: Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook.  
 Using the Glossary provided by your teacher and the Vocabulary Templates, 
 follow the directions below to create and glue Vocabulary Booklets securely into 
 your notebook.      

1. Cut each Vocabulary Template along all bold lines. 

2. Cut out each Vocabulary Word along the bold line and fold along 
      the dotted line.  Using your Glossary, open each Vocabulary Booklet 
      and write the definition inside.  
    

3. Glue each folded Vocabualry Booklet on top  
      of a square on the Vocabulary Template.
      

4. Glue one completed Vocabulary Template onto the blank page on the left
      side of your notebook and one onto the right side of your notebook.
      

stalactites

European

treaty

citizens

biographies

surplus

  V
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VOCABULARY

  VOCABULARY

  VOCABULARY

VOCABULARY BOOKLETS
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In this activity, you will fi nish your K•W•L•H charts and then use what you have learned 
about the French and Indian War to make a Four-Fold Organizer that will tuck securely into 
your History notebook.    

1. Cut out along all bold lines of the Four-Fold Organizer Pattern, Title, 
      and Questions. 

FOUR-FOLD ORGANIZER

Part I
Directions:
 
 1. Take out your unfi nished French and Indian War K•W•L•H charts.   

 2. Use what you have read about the French and Indian War, books, encyclopedias, the 
  Internet, and other sources to research and answer the fi ve questions you asked 
  about the French and Indian War.  Write your answers in the What I Learned
  column of the charts.   
 3. List the book titles, encyclopedias, and website addresses that you used to fi nd your 
  information in the How I Found Out column of the charts.  
 4. Put a “P” next to the primary sources and an “S” next to the secondary sources that 
  you used to fi nd your information.  

Part II
Directions:

 Using your K•W•L•H charts and the Four-Fold Organizer Patterns, follow the directions 
 below and on the next page to create and assemble your Four-Fold Organizer.   
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2. Fold the Four-Fold Organizer Pattern along the dotted lines
      so that the lines for writing are on the inside.
      
    

3. Glue each of the four Questions on the front 
      side of the folded flaps of the Four-Fold  
       Organizer Pattern.

5. Glue the completed Four-Fold
       Organizer onto the next blank 
      page in your History notebook.  
      Glue the Title above the Organizer.

4. Fold back each flap and write 
      the answer to each question.
      Use proper capitalization, spelling, 
       grammar, and punctuation.

Pre
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1. Cut out each Vocabulary Flap Pattern along bold lines
     and fold along the dotted lines of each pattern.

2. Arrange Vocabulary Flaps one in front of the other  
      with the Cover Flap at the very back.  Open up the 
       Cover Flap so it can cover all the Vocabulary Flaps.

3. Staple all the Vocabluary Flaps together on the left side.  

4. Glue the left side down over the staple,
      and fold over the Cover Flap.

6. Glue the completed Vocabulary
      Flap onto the next blank page
      of your notebook.

5. Lift the Flap of each word.  Use the Glossary to 
      write the word’s definition.
      

offshore

offshore

There are a few new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of the
Proclamation of 1763.  Your History notebook is a great place to record and store the words 
and defi nitions that you will need to be familiar with during this lesson.

Directions: Choose the next blank page in your History notebook.  Using the 
 Glossary provided by your teacher and the Vocabulary Flap Patterns, follow 
 the directions below to create and glue one Vocabulary Flap securely 
 into your notebook.      

VOCABULARY FLAPS
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THE PROCLAMATION OF 1763

GENERAL JEFFREY AMHERST

The end of the French and Indian War marked a new beginning for English colonists living 
in America.  The Treaty of Paris gave Great Britain control of most of 
France’s land in America.  This included the fi ve Great Lakes 
and profi table fur hunting and trading territories.  
 Colonists were eager to explore and settle Great 
Britain’s new land.  Leaders in Great Britain were more 
interested in continuing the profi table fur trade with 
Native Americans.   

GENERAL JEFFREY AMHERST
 British commander General Jeffrey Amherst 
was put in charge of Native Americans.  It was General 
Amherst’s job to maintain peace.  More importantly, 
General Amherst was told to make sure Native 
Americans continued trapping beaver and handing 
the furs over to Great Britain.  
 General Amherst believed this would be a 
very simple job.  With France out of the way, Native 
Americans would have no choice but to accept British 
rules and trade beaver furs with Great Britain.

ANGRY NATIVE AMERICANS  
 General Amherst did many things to anger 
Native Americans.  He treated Native Americans 
poorly.  He didn’t hide the fact that he hated them.  
 The French had always given gifts of guns, 
knives, tobacco, and clothing to Native Americans.  
General Amherst ended the gift giving.  
 The French had also sold gunpowder to Native 
Americans.  General Amherst did not trust Native Americans 
with gunpowder.  He feared Native Americans would use it against British 
soldiers.  Amherst refused to sell gunpowder to Native Americans.  
 
 

 

 

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION LESSON THREE
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In this activity, you will use what you have learned about Chief Pontiac and 
Pontiac’s War to make a Find the Fib Game to add to your History notebook. 

Part I
Directions:   
 
 1.  Use your scissors to cut apart twenty Find the Fib Cards, 
  Answer Key, and two Answer Sheet Cards along the 
  bold outside lines.  
 2.  Neatly color the picture of Chief Pontiac on each card.

 3.   Use the information you have read about Chief Pontiac, 
  encyclopedias, books in the library, the Internet, and 
  other sources to fi nd 15 true facts about Chief Pontiac
  and Pontiac’s War.

 4.  Write each fact on a separate card using correct 
  capitalization, spelling, and punctuation.  You 
  must fi t the whole fact on one side of the card.

 5.  Make up 5 false facts, or “fi bs” about Chief Pontiac.  
  Make each fi b as believable as possible so that it can’t be 
  easily seen as a fi b.

 6.  Write each fi b on a separate card, just like you did with 
  the true facts.  Again, use correct capitalization, spelling, 
  and punctuation, and fi t the whole fi b on one side of the 
  card.    
 7.  Fold each Find the Fib Card in half along the dotted line 
  so that the words are on the outside.  Glue the blank 
  sides together.

 8.  Mix and shuffl e all of the Find the Fib Cards together, so 
  the true facts and fi bs are mixed.   
 9.  Number the cards 1-20.          
10. Use the Answer Key Card to make an answer key for 
 yourself so you will know which cards contain the true 
 facts and which cards contain the fi bs.  

11. Fold and glue the Answer Key Card and two Answer 
 Sheet Cards so the words are on the outside and the 
 blank sides are glued together.           

12. Give your Find the Fib Game and Answer Sheet Cards to 
 two other students.  Each student should write his or 
 her name on one Answer Sheet Card and use it to list 
 which cards are true and which cards are fi bs.  Use your 
 Answer Key to grade each student.

FIND THE FIB GAME

Find the Fib
Chief Pontiac was a leader

of the Ottawa tribe.

Card Number 10

Chief Pontiac
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5. Cut out the two Pocket Labels.

6. Glue the two Pocket Labels onto the front
      of the Two-Pocket Organizer as shown.
   

7. Organize your Find the Fib Cards by placing true 
      facts in the pocket labeled Facts and fibs in the 
      pocket labeled Fibs.  Tuck your Answer Key Card
      and the two Answer Sheet Cards behind the fib 
      cards in the Fibs pocket. 
   

8. Glue the Find the Fib Organizer onto the next blank page of 
      your notebook.
   

FIND THE FIB POCKET ORGANIZER
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There are many new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of the Struggle 
for Power.  Your History notebook is a great place to record and store the words and 
defi nitions that you will need to be familiar with during this lesson.

Directions: Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook.  
 Using the Glossary provided by your teacher and the Vocabulary Templates, 
 follow the directions below and on the next page to create and glue two 
 Vocabulary Foldables securely into your notebook.      

VO
CA

BU
LA

RY
 

1. Cut each Vocabulary Template along all bold  
      lines and fold along the dotted line.  

2. Glue one Vocabulary Template onto the blank
      notebook page on the left and one on the blank
      facing page on the right.  

VOCABULARY 

VOCABULARY FOLDABLES
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THE COLONISTS REVOLT
 Once again, colonists were outraged that Great Britain felt it could tax them whenever 
and however it wanted.  Each colony had established laws that allowed freedom of religion 
and self government.  The colonists felt it was unfair for a country 3,000 miles away to tax 
them without permission.  They believed only people they had elected had the power to tax 
them.  Colonists argued that they had not elected any of the leaders in 
Great Britain.
 Virginia was the fi rst colony to take action against what it called 
“taxation without representation.”  Led by a lawyer named Patrick 
Henry, Virginia voted against the Stamp Act.  Virginians refused 
to buy stamps.  Other colonies followed Virginia and also 
stopped buying stamps.  Colonists became violent toward 
Stamp Masters who were selling stamps.  They destroyed 
stamp offi ces, burned stamps, and forced Stamp Masters 
to leave town.  The colonists were successful.  In 1766, the 
Stamp Act was repealed.  This was the fi rst time American 
colonists had joined together and revolted against Great 
Britain.

THE TOWNSHEND ACTS
 The British government did not like giving in to 
disobedient colonists.  Great Britain quickly came up with a new 
plan for raising money.  In July 1767, Great Britain passed the 
Townshend Acts.  The Townshend Acts placed a tax on lead, 
paint, glass, paper, and tea when these items were imported 
into the colonies.  Tax collectors were sent from Great Britain.  
 The Townshend Acts made colonists angry.  They 
refused to buy any of Great Britain’s products in their stores.  
This hurt merchants back in Great Britain because colonists 
weren’t buying any of their imported items.

THE BOSTON MASSACRE
 In 1770, British troops were sent to Boston to keep 
peace.  Colonists in Boston were not pleased that soldiers 
had been sent to calm them down.  British soldiers wore 
red coats as part of their uniforms.  Colonists made fun of 
the soldiers by calling them “Redcoats” or “Lobsterbacks.”  
They threw rocks and eggs at British soldiers.  The soldiers 
fi red their guns into the crowd, killing fi ve colonists.  They 
were the fi rst colonists to lose their lives in protest against Great 
Britain’s unfair rules.  The killing of fi ve colonists became known as the Boston Massacre.  
After the Boston Massacre, Great Britain removed the soldiers from Boston.  Great Britain also 
ended most of the Townshend Acts.  The tax on tea remained in effect.

BRITISH SOLDIER
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In this activity, you will use what you have learned about the colonists’ struggle for power to make 
an Interactive Time Line that tucks securely into your History notebook.

Directions: Choose the next blank page in your History notebook.  Using the Struggle for 
 Power lesson and the Time Line Patterns, follow the directions below and on 
 the next page to create an Interactive Time Line.     

INTERACTIVE TIME LINE

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

1. Cut out the five Time Line Event Patterns along 
      the outside bold lines.

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

Glue and
attach to

timeline

4. Again, fold each Time Line Event Pattern 
      in half using the dotted line.  
     

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

Glue and
attach to

timeline

Glue and
attach to
timeline Glue and

attach to
timeline

3. Fold each Time Line Event Pattern in half using 
      the center dotted line.  Glue the blank sides together.  
     

Glue and

attach to

timeline

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

2. Use the lesson to write two facts on the lines of each Time Line 
      Event Pattern.  Use correct capitalization, spelling, and punctuation.   
     _____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
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THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

PART II
Directions:  Match the vocabulary word on the left with its defi nition on the right.   
   Put the letter for the defi nition on the blank next to the vocabulary   
   word it matches.  Use each word and defi nition only once.

 Name ____________________________  

VOCABULARY QUIZ

 1.  ______ allies

 2.  ______ branded

 3.  ______ abolish

 4.  ______ Québec

 5.  ______ Great Lakes

 6.  ______ autobiography

 7.  ______ ignored

 8.  ______ representatives

 9.  ______ intolerable

10.  ______ disguised

11.  ______ invaded

12.  ______ militias

13.  ______ outraged

14.  ______ boycotting

15.  ______ outnumbered

16.  ______ Continental Congress 

A. an offi cial announcement.
  
B. fi ve large lakes located in North America 
 at the border between Canada and the 
 United States.  The names of the lakes are 
 Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, and 
 Ontario.
  
C.  protected from ruin so more can be 
 learned.

D. a battle against authority.   

E. entered someone’s property for the 
 purpose of stealing.

F. people chosen to speak or act for an 
 entire group.  

G. set aside for special use.

H. selected leaders by voting for them.
 
I. angered beyond belief.
 
J. groups of people who come together to 
 help one another in times of trouble.
 
K. not allowed.
 
L. to keep safe from danger, attack, or harm.

M. types of items brought into a country for 
 the purpose of selling them. 

N. struggles or disagreements.

O. burned a mark into the skin of a person 
 or animal.  
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In 1774, the First Continental Congress met.  Colonists were told to begin training for war.  
The colonists had never formally organized an army or 
a navy.  White men from 16 to 60 years old 
were required to join their local 
militias (muh•lih•shuz).  
 Groups of minutemen also 
prepared themselves for battle.  Weapons and 
gunpowder were gathered and stored in the 
village of Concord, Massachusetts.  British 
spies found out about the weapons.  They 
planned a surprise raid to steal the supplies.  
Great Britain hoped that taking away the colonists’ 
weapons would keep them from declaring war.

PAUL REVERE’S FAMOUS RIDE
 Just after midnight on April 18, 1775, seven 
hundred British soldiers dressed in bright red coats 
left Boston.  They marched toward the village of 
Concord.  
 Paul Revere, a silversmith, and his friend 
William Dawes, were watching.  They rode on 
horseback to warn colonists that British Redcoats 
were coming.  
 Paul Revere’s warning gave colonists in 
Concord enough time to hide most of their weapons 
and gunpowder before British soldiers arrived.

PREPARING FOR BATTLE

PAUL REVERE

 FAST 
FACTS

★ Paul Revere was a member of a group known as the Sons of Liberty.  The 
 Sons of Liberty started as a secret group of American Patriots who did not 
 support Great Britain’s treatment of colonists.  Other famous Sons of 
 Liberty included Patrick Henry, John Hancock, and John Adams.

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION LESSON FIVE
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PAUL REVERE

 Name ___________________________________  

Directions:   Read the introduction and the passage that follows.  Then read each question 
  and darken the circle for the correct answer.

  Marta has been studying about Paul Revere.  She was curious and decided to 
  fi nd out more about this American hero.  Marta wrote this report to describe 
  what she had learned.  She would like for you to read her paper and suggest 
  the corrections and improvements she should make.  When you are fi nished 
  reading, answer the questions that follow.

Paul Revere

 (1) Paul Revere was born on January 1, 1735.  (2) He lives in Boston, Massachusetts and 

 worked as a silversmith.  (3) Paul Revere supported the colonists’ independence from 

 Great Britain.  (4) He was involved in the Boston Massacre.  (5) He used his skills as a 

 silversmith to make cannonballs for the Revolutionary War.  (6) Paul Revere was 40 
 
 years old when he became a American hero.  (7) He rode on horseback from Boston to 
 
 Concord and warned the colonists that the British were coming.  

1. What change, if any, should be made in  
 sentence 2?

 A. Change Boston to boston
 
 B. Change lives to lived

 C. Change worked to works

 D. Make no change.

2. What change, if any, should be made in  
 sentence 3?

 F. Change colonists’ to colonist’s
 
 G. Change colonists’ to colonists

 H. Change the period to a question mark

 J. Make no change.

3. What change, if any, should be made in  
 sentence 6?

 A. Change years to year
 
 B. Change became to becomed

 C. Change a to an

 D. Make no change.

4. What is the BEST way to combine 
 sentences 4 and 5 without changing   
 their meaning?

 F. He was involved in the Boston 
  Massacre and made cannonballs for 
  the Revolutionary War as a 
  silversmith.
 
 G. As a Revolutionary War silversmith, 
  he made cannonballs for the Boston 
  Massacre.
 
 H. He was involved in the Boston 
  Massacre and used his skills as a 
  silversmith to make cannonballs for 
  the Revolutionary War.
 
 J. As a silversmith, he made 
  cannonballs for the Revolutionary 
  War and involved himself in the 
  Boston Massacre.

 
LANGUAGE
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During the American Revolution, Patriots were men and women who lived in America and 
wanted to break away from Great Britain.  More than half of the colonists were Patriots.  
Loyalists were men and women who lived in America but refused to fi ght against Great Britain.  
About 500,000 colonists were Loyalists.  The Loyalists and Patriots lived side by side in the 
same colonies and even in the same families.  Benjamin Franklin, for example, was a Patriot.  
His son, William, was a Loyalist. 

In this activity, you will pretend you are a Patriot speaking with a Loyalist and a Loyalist 
speaking to a Patriot.  You will respond to Patriot and Loyalist statements the way a Patriot or 
Loyalist living in 1776 would have responded to make two Patriot and Loyalist Foldables.

Directions: Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook.  
 Follow the directions below and on the next page to assemble and glue two 
 Patriot and Loyalist Foldables into your History notebook.

PATRIOTS AND LOYALISTS FOLDABLES

1. Cut out two Patriot and Loyalist Patterns, six Labels, and two Titles 
      along the dark solid lines.

2. Fold each Patriot and Loyalist Pattern along 
      all the dotted lines so that the words are on 
      the inside.

3. Glue one Title on the bottom flap
      of each Patriot and Loyalist Pattern.
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4. Glue the Labels in their proper places on the outside
      of the Patriot and Loyalist Patterns. 

5. Unfold each of the flaps and read the Patriot or Loyalist 
       Statement.  Use the lines next to the statement to
      write your response.  

      If a Patriot is speaking, respond as a Loyalist would.  
      If a Loyalist is speaking, respond as a Patriot would.

      Use proper capitalization, spelling, grammar, and 
       punctuation in your responses. 

6. Glue one completed Patriot and Loyalist Foldable onto the left side 
      and one onto the right side of your notebook.
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The British Army stayed in Boston after the battles of Lexington and Concord.  Continental 
Army commander George Washington planned to 
drive British troops out of Boston.  To do this, 
the Continental Army needed large weapons.  
General Washington knew the British Army 
had hidden cannons in the New York colony at 
Fort Ticonderoga (tie•con•duh•ROW•guh).  

THE GREEN MOUNTAIN BOYS
 The Green Mountain Boys were a group 
of men from Vermont.  They had organized 
themselves long before the beginning of the 
Revolutionary War.  The Green Mountain Boys 
protected Vermont’s settlers from Native 
American attacks and colonists in New York 
who wanted to take over their land.  Ethan 
Allen was chosen to be the group’s leader.
 During the battles of Lexington and 
Concord, Ethan Allen and his Green Mountain 
Boys left their homes in Vermont.  They fought 
side by side with minutemen to keep British 
soldiers from stealing weapons stored in Concord, 
Massachusetts.

FORT TICONDEROGA  
 On May 10, 1775, Ethan Allen and the Green 
Mountain Boys joined Colonel Benedict Arnold to 
capture Fort Ticonderoga.  Surprisingly, they took over 
the fort peacefully without fi ring a single shot.
 A few days later, the Green Mountain Boys 
helped Benedict Arnold’s troops successfully 
capture Crown Point, another British fort in New 
York.  Cannons captured from the forts were heavy, but they needed to be moved from New 
York to Boston.  Benedict Arnold’s troops loaded the cannons onto sleds and pulled them 
across the snow-covered mountains of New York.  It took three months to get the much needed 
artillery to Boston. 
 
  

THE REVOLUTION BEGINS

ETHAN ALLEN

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION LESSON SIX
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The
Revolutionary War

 

Have you ever wondered what it would have been like to be alive during the American 
Revolution?  What part do you think you would have played in the war?  Would you have 
been a Patriot or a Loyalist?  Maybe you would have been a minuteman, fi ghting on the front 
line.  Or maybe you would have been a commander like General George Washington or Ethan 
Allen.  Perhaps you would have been a doctor or nurse caring for the wounded.  Imagine the 
stories you would have to tell your friends and family when you returned from the war.  

Directions:  Pretend you are part of the Revolutionary War.  Decide what part you 
  play in the war.  Write an imaginative story detailing your adventures.

  Before beginning your story, organize your thoughts by answering the fi ve
  pre-writing questions below and on the next page.  

 

 Name ___________________________________  

1. Give yourself a name.  Describe where you came from and what you looked like.

  _______________________________________________________________________________
 
  _______________________________________________________________________________

  _______________________________________________________________________________

2. Describe what part you played in the Revolutionary War.  __________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________
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Caesar Rodney was born in Delaware on October 7, 1728.  His parents were slave-owning 
farmers who grew wheat and barley on their 800 acre farm.  As a young child, Caesar was 
taught at home by his mother.  When he was old enough, he attended the Latin School in 
Philadelphia.  
 Caesar’s father died when Caesar was just 17 years old.  Caesar took over the family 
farm for ten years before entering politics.  In 1755, Caesar Rodney was elected sheriff of Kent 
County, Delaware.  This was a powerful position 
that paid very well.  During the next 20 years 
of his life, Rodney held many other important 
public offi ces in Delaware.  In 1756, Caesar 
Rodney fought in the French and Indian War.  

THE VOTE FOR INDEPENDENCE  
 In 1776, the Second Continental 
Congress met in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  
Delegates from each of the thirteen original 
colonies gathered to discuss the Declaration of 
Independence.  When it came time to vote 
on the important document, delegates 
representing Delaware were undecided.  
Caesar Rodney was called upon to break 
the tie.  
 Rodney rode 80 miles on 
horseback from the Delaware 
town of Dover, to Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.  His 48 hour 
ride took him through 
scorching heat and violent 
thunderstorms, over muddy 
roads and slippery streets.

HERO OF DELAWARE
 On the afternoon of July 2, 1776, Caesar 
Rodney arrived at Philadelphia’s Independence Hall.  
He was tired and covered with mud.  Fortunately, 
he was just in time to cast his vote for 
independence and break the tie.  From that day 
forward, Caesar Rodney was known as the Hero 
of Delaware.  
 When he returned to Delaware, Caesar Rodney served under General George 
Washington during the second half of the Revolutionary War.  In 1778, he was elected as 
Delaware’s 4th governor.  On December 7, 1787, Delaware became the fi rst state in the Union.  
Unfortunately, Caesar Rodney died in 1784, three years before he could see this great event in 
his state’s history.  

CAESAR RODNEY

CAESAR RODNEY
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   1834   1835 1836
1845

1842

6. Glue the completed Pocket Time Line onto the next blank page of your notebook. 
      
7. Glue the Title above the Time Line. 

   1834

5. Squeeze the sides of the Envelope.  One at a time, slide in each of the 
      five completed Time Line Events with the dates showing, from the 
      earliest date to the most recent date. 
 
       
     

4.  You will need your five completed Time Line Events to finish
       assembling your Pocket Time Line.  Make sure each Event
       has been folded in half along the dotted lines so the words are 
       on the outside.
    
       
     Pre

vi
ew

 

Copy
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

Benjamin Franklin was born in Boston, Massachusetts.  He was one of 17 
children.  His father made candles and soap in Boston.  At fi rst, Ben’s father 
hoped his son would attend Harvard College and become a minister.   
   Unfortunately, Benjamin’s parents couldn’t afford to send him to 
college.  Instead, Mr. Franklin decided 
that Benjamin would one day take 
over the candle and soap shop.  Ben, 
however, hated making candles and 
soap.  He loved to read and invent 
things.

BENJAMIN’S EXPERIMENTS
 By the time Ben was ten, 
he had already found an easier 
way to swim by attaching paddles to 
his hands and feet.  By holding on to the 
string of a kite as it fl oated in the air, Benjamin 
discovered he could easily glide through water on 
his back.  
 At the age of 12, Ben went to work with his 
brother who taught him about printing newspapers.  
By 15, Benjamin Franklin was an expert printer.
 Benjamin Franklin traveled to Pennsylvania 
at the age of 17.  He married Deborah Reed.  By the 
time he was 22, Ben owned his own printing and 
publishing company.  He published his own 
newspaper, the Pennsylvania Gazette.  
 Benjamin Franklin was probably most famous for his experiments with 
electricity.  In 1752, he fl ew a homemade kite in a storm.  Suddenly, a lightning 
bolt zoomed down the kite string to a key.  This produced a spark.  Through this 
dangerous experiment, Benjamin Franklin proved that lightning is electricity.
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 Benjamin Franklin was born in Boston,

  ___________________________________ .

 He was one of  ______________  children.

 At fi rst, Ben’s father hoped that his son 

 would attend  __________________ college 

 and become a  _______________________ .

 Unfortunately, Benjamin’s parents couldn’t

 afford to send him to  ________________ .

 Mr. Franklin decided instead that Ben

would one day take over   _________________________________________________________ .

Ben, however, hated making  ______________________________________________________ .

He loved to read and  ______________________ things.  By the time Benjamin was ten, he

had already found an easier way to swim by  ________________________________________

____________________________________ .  Benjamin Franklin was probably most famous

for his experiments with  _______________________________ .  In 1752, he fl ew a homemade

kite in a  ____________________________ .  Through this dangerous experiment, Benjamin

proved that lightning is  ______________________________________ .  During the American 

Revolution, Benjamin strongly supported the colonists’ independence from  _____________

___________________________ .  After the Declaration of Independence was signed, the

United States sent Benjamin Franklin to  ________________________________ .  He asked the

French leaders to help the United States  ____________________________________________ .

In 1778, the Americans won the Battle of  ___________________________________ .  France 

decided to  ______________________________________________________________________ .

Historians believe that without France’s help, the United States  _______________________

________________________________________ .  Before his death, Ben Franklin founded

America’s  ________________________________ , the fi rst  __________________________ fi re 

department, the fi rst library in America, and the University of  ________________________ .

Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin 

was a 

publisher, 

inventor, and 

an American hero. 
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Part III
Follow the directions below to assemble and glue your Benjamin Franklin Booklet onto the blank 
page on the right side of your History notebook. 

1. Cut out the Booklet Outline along  
      the dark solid lines.  Then cut out   
      the rectangle with the questions.

2. Fold along the dotted line 
      so the flap covers the 
      answers to the questions.

3. Glue the rectangle with the questions
      on top of the folded flap as shown above.

4. Glue the completed Booklet onto 
      the right side of your notebook.  
     

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN BOOKLET
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NORTHERN BATTLES
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TREATY OF PARIS WEB

LAND CONTROLLED 
BY THE UNITED STATES 

OTHER IMPORTANT FACTS

SPANISH TERRITORY

UNITED
 STATES

DISPUTED
TERRITORY

WHEN AND WHERE

LAND CONTROLLED BY SPAIN 

recognized 
the United 

States as an 
independent 

nation

Paris, France

John Jay,
Ben Franklin, 
John Adams 
represented 

the U.S.

the territory
of Florida

Fighting 
continued 

for two 
years after 
surrender

signed on
September 3, 

1783

all land 
west to the 
Mississippi 

River

approved 
by the 

Continental 
Congress in

1784

all land 
north to
Canada

all land 
east to the

Atlantic
Ocean

all land 
south to 
Georgia

most of 
the land 

west of the 
Mississippi 

River
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Part II 

Using the Treaty of Paris Web on the left side of your notebook, follow the directions below 
to assemble and glue your Treaty of Paris Cube onto the blank page on the right side of your 
notebook. 

1. Cut out the Cube Pattern along the 
      dark solid lines.  

2. Fold the Cube Pattern along the dotted lines 
      so that the questions are on the outside. 

3. Cut out the Facts and Answer Squares and glue each correct answer on the underside of each 
      question on the Cube Pattern.  Glue one of the remaining two squares to the middle 
      and the other remaining square on the underside of the title square.

4. Glue the completed Cube onto 
      the right side of your notebook.

5. Test out your Cube by folding the pages in to make a square.  (The title page with the picture
      should be on top.)  Read the first question and flip the square back to reveal the answer glued 
      underneath.

TREATY OF PARIS CUBE
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a•bol•ish  stop or put an end to.

ac•cused  blamed or charged with a crime.

a•dopt  accept and put into action.

al•li•ance  an agreement between two or 
more nations to come together for specifi c 
purposes.

al•lies  groups of people who come 
together to help one another in times of 
trouble.

am•bushed  attacked by surprise.

au•to•bi•og•ra•phy  the story of your life 
written by you.

bi•og•ra•phies  stories of a person’s life 
written by someone else.

bound•a•ries  dividing lines.

boy•cot•ting  refusing to buy.

brand•ed  burned a mark into the skin of a 
person or animal.

cap•i•tal  the city that serves as the center 
of government for the state.

cap•tives  prisoners who have been taken 
by force without permission.

char•ters  contracts which give one group 
power over another.

Church of En•gland  the offi cial church in 
England.

cit•i•zens  people in a city, town, state, or 
country who enjoy the freedom to vote and 
participate in government decisions. 

cli•mate  the average weather conditions of 
an area over a period of years.

coast  an area of land that borders water.

col•o•nists  people who are ruled by another 
country.

con•fl icts  struggles or disagreements.

con•quer  defeat by force.

con•sti•tu•tion  a plan which outlines the 
duties of the government and guarantees the 
rights of the people. 

Con•ti•nen•tal Ar•my  American troops 
that fought against Great Britain during the 
Revolutionary War.

Con•ti•nen•tal Con•gress  the group of 
leaders from the thirteen original colonies 
who had the power to make laws and 
decisions for the newly formed United States.

con•trib•u•tion  the act of giving to make 
something better.

GLOSSARY
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ANSWERS

ENGLISH COLONIES CIRCLE CHART

ENGLISH
COLONIES

New
England
Colonies

Middle
Colonies

Southern
Colonies

soil was
poor

for growing
crops

Connecticut,
Massachusetts,

New Hampshire,
Rhode Island

rocky soil
and thick

forests

long, cold
winters,

followed by
short, hot
summers

between
the New

England and
Southern
colonies

Delaware,
New Jersey,
New York,

Pennsylvania

used
water power

to cut
lumber in
sawmillslocated

along the
Hudson and

Delaware
rivers

Georgia,
Maryland,

North Carolina,
South Carolina,

Virginia

plantations
used slave

labor to
become
wealthy

enjoyed
seven or 

eight months
of growing

season
tobacco,
wheat,

rice, and
indigo

farmers
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JOURNAL WRITING LETTER GRADING CHART

Pre-W
riting

Q
uestions

Letter
Elem

ents

A
ddressed

Envelope

Criteria
3

2
1

0

Answ
ered 5 pre-w

riting
questions.

D
idn’t attem

pt to answ
er

any pre-w
riting questions.

Included and properly 
punctuated all 5 letter 
elem

ents: h
ea

d
in

g
, g

reetin
g

, 
b

o
d

y, clo
sin

g
, sig

n
a

tu
re.

D
idn’t include or properly

punctuate any letter 
elem

ents:  h
ea

d
in

g
, g

reetin
g

,
b

o
d

y, clo
sin

g
, sig

n
a

tu
re.

M
ade less than 7 convention

errors.
M

ade 7-10 convention 
errors.

M
ade 11-15 convention 

errors.
M

ade m
ore than 15 

convention errors.

Score

Total

Answ
ered 3 or 4 pre-w

riting
questions.

Answ
ered 1 or 2 pre-w

riting
questions.

Included and properly 
punctuated 3-4 letter 
elem

ents: h
ea

d
in

g
, g

reetin
g

, 
b

o
d

y, clo
sin

g
, sig

n
a

tu
re.

Included and properly 
punctuated 1-2 letter 
elem

ents: h
ea

d
in

g
, g

reetin
g

, 
b

o
d

y, clo
sin

g
, sig

n
a

tu
re.

Addressed envelope w
ith 

address of recipient in 
center and return address
in upper left-hand corner.

Addressed envelope w
ith 

address of recipient in 
upper left-hand corner and 
return address in center.

Addressed envelope, but 
forgot to include either 
recipient’s address or 
return address.

D
idn’t attem

pt to address
envelope.

O
ral

Reading
O

rally read letter using eye
contact, adequate volum

e,
and clear pronunciation.

O
rally read letter, but w

as
either m

issing eye contact, 
adequate volum

e, or clear 
pronunciation.

O
rally read letter, but didn’t

m
ake eye contact, have 

adequate volum
e, or clear 

pronunciation.
D

idn’t read letter orally.

Conventions
spelling, punctuation, 

gram
m

ar, capitalization

Final
D

raft
W

rote or typed a final draft 
that included answ

ers from
 

all 5 pre-w
riting questions.

W
rote or typed a final draft 

that included answ
ers from

 
3 or 4 pre-w

riting questions.

W
rote or typed a final draft 

that included answ
ers from

 
1 or 2 pre-w

riting questions.
D

idn’t attem
pt to w

rite or 
type a final draft. 

ANSWERS
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ANSWERS

TREATY OF PARIS WEB

LAND CONTROLLED 
BY THE UNITED STATES 

OTHER IMPORTANT FACTS

SPANISH TERRITORY

UNITED
 STATES

DISPUTED
TERRITORY

WHEN AND WHERE

LAND CONTROLLED BY SPAIN 

recognized 
the United 

States as an 
independent 

nation

Paris, France

John Jay,
Ben Franklin, 
John Adams 
represented 

the U.S.
the territory

of Florida

Fighting 
continued 

for two 
years after 
surrender

signed on
September 3, 

1783

all land 
west to the 
Mississippi 

River

approved 
by the 

Continental 
Congress in

1784

all land 
north to
Canada

all land 
east to the

Atlantic
Ocean

all land 
south to 
Georgia

most of 
the land 

west of the 
Mississippi 

River

TREATY OF PARIS CUBE GRADING CHART

Completed Web by placing 
all of the information into 
the proper circles.  Glued 
Web into notebook.

3     2     1     0CRITERIA

WEB

FOLDABLE
PATTERN

SCORE

TOTAL

FOLDABLE
ASSEMBLY

Didn’t attempt to complete
or glue Web into notebook.

Cut and correctly glued all
5 facts with their answers 
into the proper squares on 
the Foldable Pattern.

Didn’t attempt to complete
the Foldable Pattern.

Followed directions to 
correctly cut, assemble, and 
glue Foldable into notebook.

Cut, assembled, and glued 
Foldable into notebook, but 
it was messy-directions were 
not followed.

Didn’t attempt to cut,
assemble, or glue Foldable 
into notebook.

Completed Web by placing 
at least half of the information 
into the proper circles.  Glued 
Web into notebook.

Completed Web by placing 
at least half of the information 
into the proper circles OR 
glued Web into notebook.

Followed directions to 
correctly cut, assemble, OR 
glue Foldable into notebook.

Cut and correctly glued 
3-4 facts with their answers 
into the proper squares on 
the Foldable Pattern.

Cut and correctly glued 
1-2 facts with their answers 
into the proper squares on 
the Foldable Pattern.
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MAINE

PENNSYLVANIA

DELAWARE

NEW JERSEY

NEW YORK CONNECTICUT

RHODE ISLAND

MASSACHUSETTS

VERMONT

NEW
HAMPSHIRE

AMERICAN VICTORY

BRITISH VICTORY

22    
23    
24    
25    
26    
27    
28    
29    

NORTHERN BATTLES MAPPING
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